IISL LIBRARY – SHELFMARKS CLASSIFICATION

000. GENERAL
011. Encyclopedies-Dictionaries
013. Biographies
017. Social Sciences Methodology
020. Humanities – Social Sciences
   020.1. Anthropology
   020.2. Psychology – Social Psychology
      020.21. Handbooks & Dictionaries of Psychology
   020.3. Economics
      020.31. Handbooks & Dictionaries of Economics
   020.4. Language Sciences
      020.41. Handbooks & Dictionaries of Language Sciences
   020.5. Law
      020.51. General – Handbooks & Dictionaries of Law
      020.52. Branches of Law
         020.521. Public Law
         020.522. Private Law
         020.523. Penal Law
         020.524. International Law
         020.525. European Law
         020.526. Constitutional Law
      020.527. Comparative Law
      020.529. Others
   020.6. Ethics-Philosophy
      020.61. Handbooks & Dictionaries of Ethics & Philosophy
   020.7. History
   020.9. Politics
      020.91. Handbooks & Dictionaries of Politics
   021.0. Sociology
      021.010. Introductory Works : Textbooks
      021.011. Reference Works : Handbooks, Dictionaries
   022.0 Cultural Studies
   024.0. Basque Studies
   029.0. Others
   090.0. Country Profiles

100. LAW AND SOCIETY
   100.1. Reference Works – Law and Society
   101. Precursors of Sociology of Law
   105. Classics of Sociology of Law
   110. Sociology of Law : Textbooks
   111. Law and Society
   120. Related Disciplines (I)
      120.01. Handbooks and Dictionaries

120.1. Legal Theory – Philosophy of Law
120.2. Legal History
120.3. Anthropology of Law
120.4. Criminology – Penology – Victimology
120.5. Political Science of Law
120.6. Semiotics of Law
125. Related Disciplines (II)
   125.1. Law and Economics
   125.2. Law and Behavioral Sciences
   125.3. Law and Language
   125.4. Law and Digital Technologies
   125.5. Law and the Arts
   125.6. Law, Gender and Feminism

130. Methodology

200. LEGAL NORMS
210. Law Making
220. Implementation of Law
230. Legal Change
240. Legal Cultures
250. Internationalization and Globalization of Law
300. SOCIAL CONTROL
310. Socialization
320. Prevention - Security
330. Sanctions – Penalties - Punishments
340. Criminal Justice Agencies
  341. Police - Policing
  342. Prisons - Prisoners
  343. Juvenile Justice
  344. Criminal Courts
  349. Others
350. Labeling
  351. Criminalization
  352. Pathologization
  353. Victimization
  354. Incapacitation
  355. Expulsion
360. Crimes and Criminals
  360.1. White-Collar Crime
  360.2. Corporate Crime
  360.3. Juvenile Delinquency
  360.4. Female Offenders
  360.5. Organized Crimes
  360.6. Political Crimes
  360.7. International / Transnational Crimes & Criminals
380. Marginals - Outsiders

400. CONFLICT RESOLUTION
410. Dispute Processing
  411. Litigation
  412. Arbitration
  413. Bargaining - Negotiation
  414. Mediation – Restorative Justice
420. Dispute Institutions
  421. International Dispute Institutions
  422. State Dispute Institutions
  423. Local Dispute Institutions
  429. Jury
430. Access to Dispute Institutions
440. Outcomes of Dispute Processing

500. LEGAL AND JUDICIAL OCCUPATIONS
510. Legal Professionalism
  510.1. Lawyers
  510.2. Judges
  510.3. Notaries
520. Legal Professions : Education and Training
  521. Professional Organization - Regulation

600. GOVERNANCE
  600.1. Europe
  600.9. Other Regions
610. Work & Labour

620. Economy & Business Organisation
630. Family
640. Environment
650. Health
660. Social Policy
670. Youth
680. Culture – Educational Policy
690. Citizenship & Migration
691. Criminal Policy
692. Science and Technology
693. Armed Conflict & Peacemaking
694. Colonialism, Postcolonialism, Development
699. Others

700. RIGHTS
710. Types of Rights
  711. Human Rights
  712. Civil Rights
  713. Social Rights
  714. Procedural Rights
720. Rights Movements
  721. Children
  722. Minorities
  723. Gender
  729. Animal Rights
730. Rights Violations
740. Transitional Justice